Marketplace Matters
by Andrew Richmond, MA
Pres/CEO, Wipiak Appraisals & Consulting

M

useum professionals are skilled at thinking about
objects in multiple dimensions, but rarely considered is an object’s monetary value. The marketplace, or the trade, is the world in which buying,
selling, appraising happens; it’s place where the commercial
value of historical objects is the main focus.
There are so many aspects of good stewardship that it’s easy
to feel overwhelmed by trying to also remain conversant in the
monetary value of historical objects, but it can be a valuable
part of effective collections management for several reasons, the
most obvious of which is protection. Your collection should be
insured. To properly insure anything, you need an appropriate
value. In other words, you need an appraisal.
Like “curator,” the title “appraiser” gets thrown around freely
these days, but just as with a curator, there are qualifications
and experiences which it is important for an appraiser to have.
“Qualified” means the appraiser you are considering: is compliant with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice; is a member of one of the three primary certifying
organizations (International Society of Appraisers, Appraisers
Association of America, or American Society of Appraisers, each
of which offers extensive training in mechanics and ethics, and
require adherence to a set of professional standards); and has
relevant experience (you should ask about specific knowledge
and expertise as it relates to your collection).
It is also important to consider what type of appraisal is
appropriate for your situation. For insurance appraisals, your
collection needs a “retail replacement cost” appraisal. This will
tell you what you could expect to pay to replace an object if you
had to. (An appraiser with the right experience can help assign
values even to “priceless” objects.) A “fair market value” appraisal tells what you could realistically expect to sell an object
for on the open market. This can be helpful if you are considering deaccessioning and selling non-mission-related objects. This
is also what your generous donors need in order to get their tax
deductions for anything they have given you. Fair market value
appraisals are almost always lower – sometimes considerably
lower – than replacement value.
Museum professionals also need to give themselves a crash
course in buying and selling in order to be able to represent their
institutions in making such decisions. If you ever need or want to
purchase anything, you will have to understand value in order to
make smart decisions. Even organizations without acquisitions
budgets sometimes find themselves in situations where they want
to raise money to purchase an object that is important to their
mission.
Most buying is done through auctions or dealers. Depending
on your acquisition policy, buying at auction can be tricky because auction catalogs typically get published only a few weeks
prior to the sale, but auctions also usually offer the best value,
so it’s worth looking and being prepared to buy. Dealers can be
more flexible with a timeline, but you will pay retail prices (usu-

The parlor at the Sherman House Museum in Lancaster, which is currently the focus of a major cataloguing and appraisal project.

A silhouette portrait of Chillicothe attorney Jonathan Woodside (17991845), recently purchased by the Ohio History Connection along with
documents related to his time as an ambassador in Europe. Courtesy
of the Ohio History Connection.

ally higher than auction prices). Read descriptions, terms, and
conditions carefully. Do not be afraid to ask questions—anyone
unwilling to answer questions thoroughly is someone to avoid.
Finally, while discussing deaccessioning remains taboo in
some institutions, most museum professionals agree that an
actively curated collection is a healthy collection. Deaccessioning objects that have no relevance to your mission can free up
overcrowded storage space. Once deaccessioned, those objects
can then be sold and the proceeds used to care for your collection or to acquire mission-focused objects.
Selling objects is nearly always done at auction, so you will
need to identify an appropriate auction house. Factors to consider are relevant experience, location, size, and cost. You want
an auction house that is expert on the object(s) you have and
regularly sell items in a price range similar to the value of your
potential consignment. You’ll want to consider the total cost of
selling, which includes your commission, the buyer’s premium,
insurance, and transportation (which is why location can be a
big factor). Be sure to read the
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consignment contract carefully and ask plenty of questions.
Museums work hard to cultivate collaborative relationships
with their communities and with each other. Such relationships
with appraisers, dealers, and auctioneers can make the above
processes easier to navigate and more effective for your institutional needs. Beyond that, these relationships can benefit your

museum by potentially expanding your expertise (through interaction with specialty experts), grow your donor base (through
introductions to collectors who like to be generous), and provide
a good resource for your patrons (you probably already get calls
about appraisals). In other words, getting to know the marketplace really can matter!

How Tech Can Make Life Easier
at a Small Museum
Terrie Puckett, OLHA Region 8 Representative and Director, Grailville

L

et me start by saying I am NOT
a techie. I have a 4-year-old
smartphone and currently it
has a cracked screen. So don’t
skip past this article because you aren’t
comfortable dealing with technology. In
fact, you are just the person who should
read further, because I am here to give
you some basic information on the kinds
of technology that can help you manage your society, organization or site.
Why use technology? Well if you are
an all-volunteer organization, or one
with very limited staff, you are always
trying to do fifty thousand things at
once. Wisely chosen technology can help
manage day-to-day operations, streamline tasks, save money, and save time.
Sometimes our board members
argue against investing in increased
tech use because of initial costs. Well
the good news is, you have access to
many programs and software through
TechSoup at greatly reduced costs, plus
there is a wealth of free applications.
Do not let nominal costs stop you from
investing in the future of your organization. In addition, the cost associated
with snail mail alone is exorbitant.
You might also hear the argument that
“our members are older and do not use
technology.” The reality is, those folks
who do not use ANY electronic communications whatsoever are aging out
and you need to start building for the
future—even as you tend to this dedicated
population. The biggest question we face
these days institutionally is “how do we
connect with new members/volunteers/
visitors?” The answer is: communicate
with them the way they communicate…
and that is not through snail mail.
Websites these days are a good way

to share static information, photos, and
links to other resources. Key to note:
many people access websites on smartphones or tablets instead of desktops,
so it is important that your website is
mobile-friendly. A lot of smaller organizations have gone completely away
from websites in favor of only using
Facebook. I recommend keeping simple
website set up so important information (hours, address, directions, etc.) is
easily available to non-Facebook users. If
you choose to keep a website, make sure
you review it at least quarterly to keep
information fresh, make sure it is easy
to read and navigate and do NOT use it
as a place for lengthy bits of content.
Websites provide 1-way communication (you to them); Facebook allows for
2-way communication. This creates community beyond your physical structure.
Facebook is commonly used today and it
is free. Many organizations fall into the
trap of using a summer intern or excited
volunteer to set up a bunch of social
media accounts and get them active but
then, alas the interns go back to school or
your volunteer goes away. Your audience
is fickle, they have limited time, attention and dollars and you will lose any in
roads made if you go inactive. So a word
of warning: do not go social media crazy.
Know your goals, know your target, start
small and keep what you have active.
Email is still very useful especially if
you use a program like ConstantContact
or Mail Chimp. These programs allow
you to target your message to specific
groups, interface with your database,
track response and open rates and even
see which links or articles get the most
traffic via click through rates. Important
to note, often programs like these have

a basic membership level which is free
up to a set number of contacts saved.
In addition to communication tools,
there are programs to assist in the
management of administrative tasks. If
you have not invested in an all-inclusive
database, I recommend researching
whether to add one. This can be a major
investment, so be sure to calculate the
cost/benefit analysis before jumping
in. Many museums use PastPerfect,
but there are others available. Having
an all-inclusive database enables your
organization to tie records together in
one place that is searchable and therefore USABLE across many fields. If
you invest in a database, make sure
you budget for an investment in training too. If you don’t know how to use it
you have just wasted time and dollars.
I have volunteered with small organizations that still track revenue and
expenses in a handwritten ledger. That
is fine for small institutions; however,
migrating to an accounting software like
Quickbooks is advisable. With accounting software you can track how dollars
are spent and map revenue streams
across time. Trends are important when
considering the future health of your
institution. It is especially helpful when
applying for grants to be able to pull and
show historic data. In addition, using
software keeps the accounts clear by
incorporating explanatory notes and
eliminating handwriting errors. These are
especially important if your bookkeeper
or treasurer changes relatively often.
Ultimately, the technology you incorporate should benefit your organization by
saving resources and supporting future
growth. Choose wisely, invest in training, and the initial costs will pay off.
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